BACKGROUND INFORMATION

CAMERAS & SOFTWARE

WHAT DOES IT ALL
MEAN?
https://www.cambridgeincolour.com

SPECS FOR FUJI X-T3

SENSORS

PHOTO SENSORS

Array of sensor photo sites

SPECTRUM OF VISIBLE LIGHT

Bayer array of photo sites, highly
simplified view. Used in most cameras.
More green sites than red or blue.

Each cavity in the array has a lens
that admits only light of that
color.

CAMERA SENSORS
• Fuji 26.1 MP sensor has 26.1 million pixels. Full-frame Nikon D850 has 45.7 MP.
• Most color images from digital cameras have 8-bits of information (eight 0's
and 1’s) per color channel (red, green, blue, RGB). This allows for 28 or 256
different combinations—translating into 256 different intensity values for
each primary color.
• When all three primary colors are combined at each pixel, this allows for as
many as 28*3 or 16,777,216 different colors, or "true color." This is referred to
as 24 bits per pixel since each pixel is composed of three 8-bit color channels.

HISTOGRAMS
•Each pixel in an image has a color,
produced by some combination of
the primary colors red, green, and

•A histogram for an image with
a wide tonal range.

blue (RGB).

•Dark tones occur occur at the

•Each of these colors can have a
brightness value ranging from 0 to

left and light tones at the right.
•In general, it is best to have the

255 for a digital image with a bit
depth of 8-bits.
•A RGB histogram results when the
computer scans through each of
these RGB brightness values and
counts how many are at each level
from 0 through 255

HISTOGRAMS

bulk of the tones shifted to the
right.
The tonal range is the region
where most of the brightness
values are present.

HISTOGRAMS

LUMINANCE HISTOGRAMS

•https://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/histograms2.htm

NOISE & SENSOR SIZE
• Noise variation between cameras is complex.
• The greater the area of a pixel in the camera sensor, the more light gathering ability it will have and

CAMERAS & SOFTWARE

produce a stronger signal. As a result, cameras with physically larger pixels will generally appear
less noisy since the signal is larger relative to the noise.

•Thus, full-frame cameras are generally less noisy than crop-frame cameras.
• However, cameras with more megapixels packed into the same sized camera sensor will NOT

TYPES OF CAMERAS

necessarily produce a better looking image.
• On the other hand, a stronger signal does not necessarily lead to lower noise since it is the relative
amounts of signal and noise that determine how noisy an image will appear.
• Much higher internal noise levels can be caused by less sophisticated electronics, i.e., older cameras.

This is why cameras with more megapixels packed into the same sized camera sensor will not necessarily produce

COMPACT VERSUS SLR
AND MIRRORLESS CAMERAS

COMPACT VERSUS SLR & MIRRORLESS CAMERAS
Compact: aka “point and shoot” or “point and create.”

MIRROR
LESS

SLR

•Owing to diﬀerent sensors, the main diﬀerences are:
•Cost
•Weight and size
•Depth of field. Larger sensors create a shallower depth of field for a given lens
aperture.
•Image noise. The larger sensors have less noise. Larger SLR/mirrorless cameras can
use a higher ISO value than a compact .

COMPACT

• Main diﬀerences are:
• Viewfinder mechanism
• Fixed versus interchangeable lenses
• Camera sensor sizes

•SLR/mirrorless cameras generally can capture a wider dynamic range of light.

COMPACT VERSUS SLR
AND MIRRORLESS CAMERAS
• Compact cameras generally cost less, are smaller and lighter, and have more automatic modes.
• SLR/mirrorless cameras:
• Heavier and more expensive
• Faster autofocus and less shutter lag
• RAW file format (although there are exceptions)
• Ability to take longer exposures
• Complete manual control
• Greater ISO range
• Upgrade the body (while keeping lenses)
• Use external flash

SENSOR SIZE AND CAMERA TYPE
Two types of SLR/mirrorless cameras: FULL FRAME or CROP FRAME
Full frame camera has a sensor the size of a 35 mm image.

CROP FACTOR
•The “crop factor” is the
comparison of the diagonal
distance across the sensor
relative to the 35-mm “full
frame” dimension.
•The diagonal distance in a
full frame sensor is 1.5
times greater than in the
APS-C cameras.
•What is the effect on
quality of photos?

SENSORS AND IMAGE QUALITY
• Do Larger Camera Sensors Create Diﬀerent Looking Images?

CAMERA REVIEWS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=12&v=eMMl_B4et4Y

IMAGE STABILIZATION

IMAGE STABILIZATION

Most cameras/lenses have some stabilization mechanism to dampen random motions.
In-lens stabilization: VR (Nikon) and IS (Canon)
https://photographylife.com/lens-stabilization-vs-in-camera-stabilization
https://www.thephoblographer.com/2018/11/19/four-of-ourfavorite-affordable-cameras-with-in-body-image-stabilization/

IBIS: in-body-image-stabilization. Now in some cameras from Fuji and Sony.

www.dpreview.com
https://www.dpreview.com/buying-guides

https://www.digitalcameraworld.com/buyingguides/the-best-camera#section-keen-novices

THREE UNDER $1000

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/travel/lists/travelgear/top-10-compact-cameras-travel/

https://gearpatrol.com/2019/09/25/best-cameras-under-1000

LENSES
https://www.kenrockwell.com/index.htm

LENSES: FOCAL LENGTH
The focal length of the lens is the distance between the lens and
the image sensor when the subject is in focus, usually stated in
millimeters

https://www.dpreview.com/buying-guides

LENSES: FOCAL LENGTH

LENSES, FOCAL LENGTH AND USE

Your eyes are roughly like a 50 mm lens.

LENSES: APERTURE

• Controls the amount of light that can impact the sensor
at a given shutter speed (and ISO).

•

LENSES: APERTURE
Modern lenses use a standard f-stop scale that is a
geometric sequence corresponding to the sequence of
powers of square root of 2:

√(2)n
For example, when n = 5, f = 5.6

1, 1.4, 2, 2.8, 4, 5.6, 8, 11, 22, 32
smaller and smaller apertures

PRIME LENSES

ZOOM LENSES
Zooms have a range of focal lengths an often a range of apertures.
• Prime lenses have a
single focal length (e.g.,

FUJIFILM XF 80mm f/2.8
R LM OIS WR Macro Lens
$1199 at B&H

(Macro lenses can focus
close to the subject.)

80 mm).
• Often better quality
than zoom lenses.
• Usually large maximum

These lenses are
“equivalent” in focal
length.

This is the “kit”
lens for Fuji
cameras.

Both of these lenses are
stabilized.

aperture (small f value)
(e.g., f/2.8).
• Can be expensive.
FUJIFILM XF 18-55mm f/2.8-4 R
LM OIS Lens

Nikon AF-S NIKKOR 24-70mm
f/2.8E ED VR Lens

$699 at B&H

$1897 at B&H

“EQUIVALENT” LENSES
•The focal length given for all lenses is for
that lens on a full-frame camera.
• If you put a lens on a crop-frame camera,
you multiply the focal length by the crop
factor.

OTHER GEAR

• (18 mm)(1.5 factor for Fuji) = 27 mm
• (55 mm)(1.5 for Fuji) = 83 mm
FUJIFILM XF 18-55mm
f/2.8-4 R LM OIS Lens
Nikon AF-S NIKKOR
24-70mm f/2.8E ED VR
Lens

• “Long” lenses such as a 400 mm telephoto
lens are REALLY long on a crop frame
camera.
• (400 mm)(1.5 for Fuji) = 600 mm

GEAR!

A GOOD TRIPOD: NO. 1

All photographers suﬀer from GAS,
“gear acquisition syndrome."

• Do not skimp on a tripod!
• Buy a CARBON FIBER model.
Significantly less weight than
aluminum. You won’t be sorry!
Manfrotto BeFree
carbon fiber tripod,
$320.

• Quick release plate should be
compatible with Arca-Swiss
models.
• Legs with 4 sections better than
with 3.

MEMORY CARDS, HARD DRIVES, ….
• Most cameras use SD cards.

DIGITAL STUFF
SOFTWARE

• Buy good ones (e.g., Sandisk, Lexar, …) and
NOT from Amazon!
• Use fast cards (e.g., 90 MB/s)
• Use 32 GB or 64 GB cards
• Hard drives
• Keep your photos on an external hard drive.

This is a digital business!

• Buy 500 GB drives or 1-2 TB drives (e.g., WD,
Samsung, Seagate, …).
• Backup the drives and keep in a safe place.

EDITING AND ORGANIZING SOFTWARE
• Apple Photos: in the operating system of all Apple computers

APPLE PHOTOS

EDITING AND ORGANIZING SOFTWARE

ADOBE LIGHTROOM
• Lightroom consists of (a) a database and (b) editing software

• Adobe Lightroom, Photoshop, and Bridge

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP

ADOBE BRIDGE

EDITING AND ORGANIZING SOFTWARE

LUMINAR

• Luminar: version 4 is coming soon!
• Now $69 for Luminar 3
• This is also a plug-in in Adobe
Lightroom and Photoshop

EDITING AND ORGANIZING SOFTWARE
•Nik modules: Color Efex, Silver Efex, Dfine, Viveza
•Also works as a plug-in in Lightroom and Photoshop

EDITING AND ORGANIZING SOFTWARE

•No matter what software you use,

•ORGANIZE YOUR HARDDRIVE
•Do not put them your main computer
drive. Put them on an external drive.

•BACKUP
•Put the backup somewhere outside
the house.

